"When sacrifices are to be offered to ancestors, Shi (尸) is indispensable. This ceremonial convention has been kept intact in the dynasties of Yu, Xia, Shang and Zhou." Shi refers to a person alive in place of the deceased to be sacrificed. Shi is required to stand in the sacrificial ceremony in Xia dynasty, which is called the standing Shi, while in dynasties of Shang and Zhou, Shi is supposed to be seated, calling the sitting Shi. The sitting posture of Shi at the sacrificial ritual then is different considerably from the way we sit on the buttocks today. Shi is expected to sit on the knees. Specifically, Shi should keep a kneeling position, with knees on the ground and buttocks on the heels whilst his head bowing and his back arching. Accordingly, Qin Bu Shi (寝不尸) in The Analects of Confucius should be interpreted as one should not bother to adopt the sitting Shi posture while retiring to bed, rather than the version, as has been annotated by Yang Bojun, "Confucius does not sleep (lying stretched out) like a dead body."
sticking point results from the fact that the denotative meaning of Shi nowadays is quite different from its connotation in the Spring and Autumn period (770B.C~476 B.C). By this token, influential as Yang's book is, such misinterpretations require further clarification.
The standpoint that Shi is mistakenly annotated for a dead body by such scholars as Yang Bojun derives from its dispensational interpretations by ancient scholars ever since the Warring States period (476B.C~221 B.C). For example, in his Collected Explanations on the Analects, He Yan (?~249), a scholar from the state of Wei (220~265) during the Three Kingdoms period (220~280), quoted Mr. Bao Xian's (7 B.C~65) annotation of Shi, "Mr. Bao said, one should not lie around on his back, stretching out his hands and feet as a dead body did"; In his detailed note, he wrote, "Shi means a dead body… In the book Minute Rules of Propriety, it is recorded that  ZHANG Tong-sheng, Professor, Institute of Comparative Literature, College of Chinese Literature, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou 730020, China. e-mail: 540849925@qq.com.
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1536 one should not lie prostrate when sleeping"(141). In the book Collected Annotations on the Analects authored by Zhu Xi (1130~1200), a celebrated scholar in Song Dynasty (960~1279), it is annotated that Shi refers to the state when one sleeps on one's back like a dead body. Zhu also cited what is illustrated by Fan Zhongyan (989~1052), "We resent sleeping on our back. It is not because that such sleeping posture is similar to that of a corpse, which is distasteful. It is because that indolence and arrogance should be kept restrained in one's physical bearing. Even when one sprawls out, s/he should know the bounds of propriety" (103). In the book Annotations and Emendations on the Analects by Ruan Yuan (1764~1849), the annotation by Duan Yucai (1735~1815) is quoted as follows, "We detest lying straight when in bed because it is the way a corpse lies, not a living soul"(2498).The root cause of such plausible annotations and farfetched illustrations arises from the fact that Shi is mistaken for a corpse and it is its extended meaning not its literal sense that is employed in expounding the phrase Qin Bu Shi.
The key to accurate comprehension of the phrase Qin Bu Shi lies in the proper understanding of the Chinese character Shi: Whether is it meant for a dead body or for a living soul on behalf of a certain deceased progenitor?
In addition, misunderstandings may crop up as a result of substantial difference in the sitting posture of the ancients and modern generations. Hence, appropriate interpretation on the phrase Qin Bu Shi still demands further exploration.
Brief Conceptual History of the Chinese Character Shi
A word undergoes constant changes with the passage of time, from its form to its content, its connotation to its denotation, and its semantic meaning to its stylistic meaning as well. It is so unstable that any meaning of a word has to be defined and determined by its specific context in which it is employed. Just as Ludwig Wittgenstein put it, "meaning as use", namely, as for a word, to mean is to be used. The word Shi is no exception. The character Shi, which is meant for a living soul at a sacrificial ceremony, evolves gradually into the image of a corpse or a dead body during the Warring States period. This denotative meaning derives from the concrete historical context in which "one looks like Shi who does not speak or act at the ancient sacrificial rituals" (Yan Can's words). Thus, the usage of Shi as a dead body is settled afterwards.
As is elucidated in
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As is explicated in Analytical Dictionary of Characters, the character Shi signifies "(a dead body) being laid out, resembling a person lying in bed" (Xu 149 
Postures and Rituals of Shi at the Sacrificial Ceremony
Such dynasties as Xia, Shang and Zhou have witnessed a solemn sacrificial ceremony presenting Shi, a living soul in place of the ancestor to be sacrificed. Postures of Shi vary in different eras. To be specific, it is required that Shi be standing in Xia dynasty while be sitting in Shang and Zhou dynasties at the sacrificial ceremony.
"Important are the worships and military affairs for a country," as is stated in The History by Zuo Qiuming.
Complicated, miscellaneous and hierarchical as they are, sacrificial rituals are an integral part of the rites of Zhou dynasty. Regrettably, the collapse of rites during the turbulent Spring and Autumn period brings about the failure to observe scrupulously the ancestral rites at the sacrificial ceremony. As a result, the ritual of employing Shi has been dispensable at that time, which perplexed Mr. Zeng (505 B.C~432 B.C), who once asked Confucius, "Is Shi indispensable when offering sacrifices? Is it suitable if Shi is absent from the sacrificial ceremony?" "Shi is indispensable when hosting an adult sacrificial ceremony. What's more, grandsons should bear the role of Shi. If they are too young, they should be carried in breast; and if grandsons are not available, kindred grandsons with the same surname may be taken as an alternative. In contrast, when hosting a sacrificial ceremony for minors who die young, Shi should no longer be present because they have not grown up. Likewise, absence of Shi at an adult is playing the role of the deceased at a funeral, to whom should you pay respect?' In that case he will say that he would pay respect to his younger brother. Then you should ask, 'Why don't you continue to respect your uncle?' He will respond that respect in this case hinges on his status" (Jiao 746) . Rites of Requiem after Burial from Book of Rites records, "To pray for and extend good wishes to Shi." Zheng Xuan (127~200) comments, "Shi refers to the memorial tablet established for deceased ancestor. When worshipping ancestors, the filial son feels at a total loss not seeing his deceased ancestor present. In this case, filial children work out an idea that they send a living soul sitting behind the altar of a memorial ceremony, acting as the deceased during the performance of sacrificial rites. The living soul thus is called Shi. Additionally, if the deceased is male, his grandson will serve as Shi.
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Likewise, if the deceased is female, the role of Shi is bound to be assumed by females, but not the son of a concubine" (87). In his paper, Annotation and Clarification on "Qin Bu Shi", Zeng Yongsheng advances that the character Shi in the phrase "Qin Bu Shi" adapted from The Analects conveys its denotative meaning, namely, Shi is meant for (a dead body) being laid out, thus, the phrase Qin Bu Shi, by his interpretation, "One should not lie stretched out when sleeping (so as to maintain his dignity)" (95). Evidently, such arguments are less grounded. By common sense, men and women will spread their arms and legs comfortably when sleeping.
By applying the extended meaning of a character to the annotation and interpretation of its literal sense will inevitably result in misconceptions. The proper way to understand and expound a certain character from classic books is to take into account its contextual milieu. Specifically, readers should take into consideration the Commentary on the Analects states, "Shi, a living soul in place of the deceased to be sacrificed, is supposed to go into abstention and lodge in the inner bedchamber. As a matter of course, Shi does not have to keep dignified when sleeping as s/he does during fast period" (Cheng 724) . At sacrificial rituals, Shi should conduct himself/herself sedately, with a dignified and graceful expression on the face. As is annotated by Zheng Xuan in Book of Rites, "Now that Shi occupies the position of deity, s/he must sit with circumspection and dignity" (13).
Another sentence adapted from The Analects may also verify this argument, "Qin Bu Shi, Ju Bu Ke (It is not necessary for us to behave as gravely as Shi does at the sacrificial ceremony when sleeping, nor do we have to behave with reserve at home as if we would entertain distinguished guests)" (Yang 107). In this sentence, the former part and the latter one construct an inter-textual relationship, thus the expression of Qin Bu Ke, Ju Bu Shi is also workable. Another case in point to illustrate the inter-textuality is as follows, Shi Bu Yu, Qin Bu Yan (As the proper propriety goes, we should not talk while eating, nor do we speak when we are ready to sleep.). As can be seen, Confucius advocates that etiquette, code of conduct, should be applied flexibly in accordance with specific circumstances. When in public or on sacrificial occasions, one should observe scrupulously the etiquette.
However, on private occasions, one may feel at ease, free from any restraint of ceremonial proprieties.
A Conclusion
The Spring and Autumn period, in which Confucius lived, witnessed Shi, a living soul signifying the deceased to be sacrificed, sitting at the sacrificial ceremony. However, the sitting posture then (to sit on one's heels with his head bowing and his back arching) differs sharply from that of today (to sit on one's buttocks).
Accordingly, Qin Bu Shi in Confucius' eyes intends that one does not necessarily sleep in the same way Shi sits at the sacrificial rituals, nor does one have to be in a dignified manner while sleeping. 
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